Abstract-The World Wide Web has undergone a rapid transition from the originally static hypertext to an ubiquitous hypermedia system. Today, the Web is not only used as a basis for distributed applications (Web applications), moreover it serves as a generic architecture for autonomous applications and services. Many research work has been done regarding the modeling and engineering process of Web applications and various platforms, frameworks and development kits exist for the efficient implementation of such systems. Concerning the modeling process, many of the published concepts try to merge traditional hypermedia modeling with techniques from the software engineering domain. Unfortunately, those concepts which capture all facets of the Web's architecture become rather bulky and are eventually not applicable for a model-driven Web application development. Moreover, there is a need for frameworks which address both, the modeling process and the implementation task and allow a modeldriven, semi-automatic engineering process using CASE tools. This paper outlines the DaVinci Web Engineering Framework which supports the modeling as well as the semi-automated implementation of Web applications. The DaVinci Architectural Layer specifies a persistent, hierarchical GUI model and a generic interaction scheme. This allows the elimination of the hypermedia paradigm, which turned out to be rather practical when building Web applications.
I. INTRODUCTION
In 1989, when Tim Berners-Lee and his colleagues were working on the first drafts for a distributed hypertext system, they probably had no idea what the World Wide Web would look like two decades later. While the number of registered domain names and accessible resources on the Web was increasing rapidly, also the variety of programming languages and technologies for Web page generation grew. Additionally, the latter one provoked an increase in the range of possibilities and applications on the Web. And as business models have arisen, making the Web a profitable market place, the dotcom era had been inaugurated. This was even more pushing the evolution of the Web. Today the WWW is not merely an huge information system hosting billions of documents, it can also host distributed applications providing concurrent access to users all around the world. Where browsers are acting as platform-neutral containers for the applications' graphical user interfaces (GUI), the Hypertext Transfer Protocol provides a simple but effective communication layer. Moreover the Web is becoming more and more ubiquitous. It is now accessible from various kinds of mobile devices.
Ultimately, Web services do not even produce visible content for human actors, instead they serve as communication gateways between distributed, heterogeneous, and autonomous information systems. The current research activities in the field of semantic Web and semantic Web services [19] will continue the evolution of the internet to a globally interconnected, partly autonomous, functional network. This new era of the World Wide Web is sometimes referred to as the Web 2.0, a term introduced by Dale Dougherty from O'Reilly, and Graig Cline in 2004.
With the growing importance of Web applications, the relevance of decent modeling techniques for such applications increased. Most of the early websites and Web applications were built ad-hoc without any concept. This led to rather bad code, bugs and poor re-usability of software components. By contrast to many other engineering disciplines, as for example house building or car construction, the development of websites and Web applications really lacked of conceptual models and well-defined processes [29] resulting in the need for an engineering approach. The development of a comprehensive framework supporting the modeling process as well as the implementation of Web applications is the matter of our contribution.
II. TERMINOLOGY
Since there exist quite divergent interpretations for some important terms, a short definition will follow.
A. Website and Web application
The World Wide Web basically is a hypermedia system [4] . So-called resources (HTML documents, style sheets, images, movies, etc.) are dereferenced using global identifiers called Uniform Resource Locators (URLs). A website is a collection of resources (e.g. Web pages) which are eventually hosted an a single server or directory belonging somehow together.
Compared to a website, a Web application is not a linked collection of hypermedia resources in general. Actually, the purpose of the original hypermedia paradigm is much less important since the behavioral aspect is dominating [24] . Trying to intermingle hypermedia modeling with traditional software modeling can result in very bulky and often ineligibly concepts.
Where for some people interaction 1 is the only difference between a website and a Web application [15] , a more severely definition is probably given by Finkelstein et al. in [9] . Their definition has also been adopted for this work. In DaVinci's context, a Web application is not just a set of Web pages, rather it is a piece of software with application logic and state. " [...] this implies that it enforces the notion of a session, which differentiates it from the ordinary request-response Web paradigm" [9, Introduction] . Note that, according to this definition a search engine's front-end and even a Web service are not denoted to be Web applications. These are just Webbased services, but no applications.
The fact, that a Web application has a specific business state is very important. And business state does not only mean persistent objects (e.g. a registered user's record, or a shopping cart containing items), furthermore the current state of the interaction -which can been seen analogous to the navigational state within a website -is also part of the application state. The GUI of Microsoft Word, for instance, naturally has a state too which is stored in memory. The state of a Web application normally is stored on the server inside a user-specific session context. However, rather often some part of the application state is also stored at the client, for instance when chaining information through hidden form fields or inside the query string of the URL.
B. Framework for Web applications and Web Engineering Framework
A quite appropriate definition for a framework for Web applications can be found in [27] :
"A Web-tier application framework [...] providing common application functionality such as dispatching requests, invoking model methods, and selecting and assembling views. Framework classes and interfaces are structural; they are like the load-bearing elements of a building, forming the application's underpinnings. Application developers extend, use, or implement framework classes and interfaces to perform application-specific functions." Here, a framework is a set of software components. This framework at least must define a common scheme for user interaction and the displaying of content and navigational widgets (the GUI). Having a generic interaction and view scheme, the developer can concentrate on the actual application and does not need to model and implement fundamental functionality. That is why a rather common pattern used in many related projects is the Model View Controler pattern [27, Ch. 11] (MVC, originally introduced in Smalltalk-80). The separation of the model and the view component is of great importance. It does not only bring order into the code, it allows to change the look-and-feel and application logic independently. The MVC pattern is the basis for many Web development frameworks (e.g. Struts, Java Server Faces [1] , Ruby on Rails [13] , Microsoft's ASP.NET, etc.). The pattern will be discussed in more detail in section V-B. However, the DaVinci approach is not just a set of software components, it is more than a Web application framework. The DaVinci Web Engineering Framework consists of three components, the DaVinci Architectural Layer, the DaVinci Modeling Framework, and the DaVinci Runtime Library. It is a comprehensive framework providing an architectural concept, modeling techniques and an API (the runtime library). The three components will be explained in detail in section VI.
III. WEB ENGINEERING
It is a noticeable fact, that over time on the one hand, static hypermedia resources where more and more asking for functional enrichment (application logic) and on the other hand, traditional software approached the hypermedia domain to benefit from its features. Figure 1 shows the migration of the Web authoring and software engineering domains, resulting to the Web engineering domain. Many of today's business software products integrate Web-based front-ends to the main application server (e.g. mySAP Enterprise Portal or Oracle Peoplesoft's Supply Chain Management software).
Today, there exist numerous scientific publications and journals (e.g. the International Journal of Web Information Systems published by Troubador, UK, the Journal of Web Engineering, etc.) and also some books (e.g. [17] , [28] , and [7] ) about Web engineering and modeling for Web applications. Having sound models can also provide the possibility to build CASE tools for (semi-)automatic generation of Web applications [10] , [20] , [8] .
The Web engineering process will not be covered in deep in this context. Instead, some related work will be presented in the next section.
IV. RELATED WORK
Obviously many scientific approaches targeting Web engineering try to combine already existing models for hypermedia design (that is for example the Dexter model [12] , HDM [11] or RMM [16] ) with traditional software engineering techniques (where ER-models and UML are leading concepts).
Target Zone
OOHDM [7] Modelling Language Support for Functional Architecture
Modelling Language Support for Information Architecture
WebML [6] Conallen [11] Koch [5] HDM-lite [8] W2000 [9] Existing Modelling Approach Gap Analysis HDM [3] RMM [4] UML [10] Li [12] Low High Low High Fig. 2 . Concepts are missing the target domain (from [18] ).
For instance OOHDM [26] or W2000 [3] try to combine hypermedia modeling with database and object-oriented software design methods. By contrast, the concept proposed by Jim Conallen [7] strongly originates from the software engineering domain and tries to cover the whole modeling process for Web applications with UML and a proper Web Application Extension. The Web Modeling Language (WebML [5] ) rather descends from the hypermedia modeling domain and provides a quite extensive common set of patterns and models for database-driven websites. Some of the concepts are also outlined in Figure 1 . However, the migration of hypermedia models and traditional software models may be cumbersome as already discussed in [18] . Figure 2 (taken from [18] ) shows various modeling concepts aligned in a two-dimensional diagram. The horizontal axis denotes support for the informational aspect, while the vertical axis means support for the functional aspect. A pure Web information system based on the hypermedia paradigm has very high informational but a rather low functional aspect. By contrast, a traditional application would have a high functional aspect and a low informational one. And finally, Web applications often require a high degree of both, functional as well as informational aspect.
Another related approach [25] has been introduced for modeling Web information systems (WIS), which require a high informational aspect but often also need behavior. In this work, media objects which have similar content have been introduced. These objects can have local operations being performed by the user beside normal navigation. The objects are linked forming a directed multi-graph (the story space). With a formal story algebra the navigational model can be defined and checked.
Otherwise it may be argued that Web applications do not really need much informational aspect. The point of view is closely coupled to the interpretation of the term Web application. In the definition of section II-A the mentioned argument is true to some certain extent if a Web application is regarded as being more similar to a traditional application running in a browser than to a set of Web pages. In the context of DaVinci this is true and therefore, the DaVinci Architectural Layer eliminates the hypermedia paradigm. Beyond the bottom line some existing concepts seem to be rather complete and applicable to a wide range of different scenarios (especially WebML and Jim Conallen's UML-based concept). But unfortunately most concepts do not provide any development frameworks (common architecture and APIs) or even CASE tools which use the investigated concepts in practice. The founders of WebML, Piero Fraternali and Stefano Ceri, developed a tool called WebRatio [2] which seems to be rather useful when building database-driven Web applications. They provide a CASE tool for building sites based on fundamental components (entities, relationships, pages, layouts, etc.) at a very high abstraction layer.
A. State of the art technologies
Beside the modeling concepts, there are many popular technologies used for the development of Web applications 2 . On the one hand there exist different interpreted programming languages (Perl, PHP, Phyton, Ruby, etc.) commonly used for the creation of dynamic web pages, but also for smallersized Web applications 3 and on the other hand there are various compiled languages like Java for example or the .NET framework from Microsoft.
Since Java is one of the most frequently used environments for building business software it is also very popular for building Web applications. However it is normally required to build on-top of further APIs since the fundamental technology (Servlets and JSP) lacks on high-level concepts. This seams to be a leeway to Miscrosoft's ASP.NET to some certain extent. The DaVinci Architectural Layer should act as a missing link between the Servlet API and the Web application and formalize the interaction process. This formalization is required to enable CASE tools and semi-automatic development. Note that the architectural concept is open and not limited to Java implementations only. The DaVinci Runtime Library is available for Java for the moment.
B. Motivation for DaVinci
On the one hand formal models should provide the possibility to plan and design Web applications and on the other hand, tools and frameworks must be available to support the development process. Most frameworks do not combine modeling and implementation. This is possibly proven by a missing adoption of some scientific frameworks in industry.
The aim of the DaVinci project is to provide a comprehensive engineering framework for Web application developers. There is a fundamental difference between a hypermedia system and Web applications. As a result the complete application can be modeled with software engineering techniques and because UML seams to be a very convenient concept, DaVinci fully relies on UML. This assumption is of big importance. UML has already proven its strength for traditional objectoriented software development and should therefore be the basis of the DaVinci Modeling Framework.
Although the future goal of DaVinci is to provide further CASE tools, it is assumed, that an application's code is still managed by the developers themselves. CASE tools should help where they are suitable. Adding reverse-engineering capabilities and the integration in well-established IDEs (e.g. Eclipse) are desirable steps for future enhancements.
V. COMMON CHALLENGES
Common challenges when building Web applications are the user interaction and the composition of the response which is the view in terms of a MVC-based GUI. User interaction and view composition are actually closely coupled.
A. User Interaction
The traditional way to integrate interaction in Web applications is using POST attachments or the query string 4 within an URL to tell the server what it needs to know. In our point of view, an URL does not need to refer to a resource like it is normally the case in hypermedia systems. The URL can also represent an interaction call instead, causing some change inside the application. That is why the term functional URL is stressed, which is an important concept in the DaVinci Architectural Layer.
In most web applications, the application state is stored inside a session context and only a so-called session ID is stored on the client side. However, it is also possible to preserve all the information about the application state inside sub-sequent request URLs. Each new request will then repost the required data 5 . As a result, there are two types of interaction using URLs: 1) interactions, which can be reproduced with a single request URL because the URL includes all the required information that defines the application state 2) interactions which can only be reproduced calling a sequence of consecutive requests again, finally leading back to a previous state 6 .
When viewing a Web page as a result of a type 1 interaction, it can be saved as a bookmark and processed by search engines. Type 1 can be found at news sites and databasedriven websites, but hardly at Web applications. Unfortunately type 2 interactions are usually the case within Web applications. It can be argued that search engines should never process views of Web applications anyway. Concerning the missing bookmark-awareness, the application could provide some functionally to be able to recover a previous state of the user's session when coming back again later (assuming that the session ID still exists on the client).
Request-oriented approaches: It can be said, the default way to realize user interaction is by requests controlled by the developer of the application. This means, that the developer must be aware of the correct composition of functional URLs. This is also the case for DaVinci. Within DaVinci such an URL is called action. Any action has to be modeled as part of a model class using UML. Upon execution an action is mapped to the appropriate model's instance method using reflection.
Event-oriented approaches: An interesting approach has been introduced by K. Nguyen and T. Dillon [21] as well as in ASP.NET. They both use events to control user interactions. When the request is received from the server's API, it is delegated to the appropriate piece of code where a previously defined callback handler will take over the request. This approach seams to be very convenient for developers, since it is very similar to traditional GUI programming (e.g. Java AWT/Swing).
B. Composition of views
In MVC-based graphical user interfaces the view is decoupled from the rest of the application. The pattern allows great flexibility and is therefore very useful for building Web applications too. Compared to traditional applications like Microsoft Word for example, a Web application's view has to be (re-)built using HTML (normally) after each request. The view is always generated by the HTML response. This requires some concepts for cascading sub-views inside the whole window. Any application has different dialogs and content panes. Java Server Faces do address this task and concerning ASP.NET there is already some minor support for this task.
In the context of a DaVinci application the traditional approach of windowing toolkits is followed and a dynamic GUI tree model is introduced. The state of the GUI model can be changed during runtime and after each request, the GUI tree is rendered and the response code is produced.
C. Client-side Code
Some modeling approaches even include modeling of clientside code (e.g. Jim Conallen). Unfortunately this task becomes very complex. On the other hand, some sort of client-side code is often needed because the set of widgets is very limited with HTML. With ASP.NET client-side code is capsuled in independent Web Controls with well-defined input and output properties and behavior. For example a calender control has as input an active date to start from, a pre-defined behavior (allows to browse and select different dates), and as output it returns the selected date. The output can be sent back to the server like a single string (date) value. If more interaction is required (e.g. DCOM, RMI), the client-side must be modeled with techniques for distributed software components (concurrency may require locking mechanisms, etc.). This is a complex task but can be done with tools for traditional software engineering.
VI. THE DAVINCI WEB ENGINEERING FRAMEWORK
DaVinci is a comprehensive framework for model-driven Web engineering. It is neither solely a modeling framework nor an architectural framework or library. It is designed as a complete toolkit which consists of three parts: the DaVinci Architecture Layer, the DaVinci Modeling Framework and the DaVinci Runtime Library (see Figure 3) . DaVinci Modeling Framework: This part specifies a comprehensive, UML-based modeling framework for building DaVinci Web applications. It does not define a strict modeling process, since the development process will become very similar to traditional software engineering. It actually shows how to use UML diagrams accordingly, especially when building the GUI (view trees and interaction spots, as explained in section VII-C). The DaVinci Modeling Framework will provide a rich set of CASE tools which will facilitate and automate the modeling process. There is already a simple View Stubs Generator for the Java implementation which generates all views (JSP files for example) based on a GUI configuration and skeleton templates (see Figure 11) .
DaVinci Runtime Library: The runtime library is a Java implementation of the architectural layer and is required for running DaVinci Web applications.
A. Characteristics
The basic idea of DaVinci was to eliminate the classical hypermedia paradigm and to inject an additional layer between the Servlet Container and the application (see Figure 4) . The DaVinci Architectural Layer provides concepts which are missing in the Servlet API but essential for Web applications. While other projects (e.g. Java Server Faces or Struts) have no central GUI defined, DaVinci defines a dedicated GUI model as well as an interaction process. Within DaVinci documents (or more accurately views) are generated and transient always.
These four important aspects outline the main characteristics of the DaVinci Web Engineering Framework:
• A Web application is not just a set of Web pages, it is rather a piece of software with application logic and business state. Thus, the notion of a user session is fundamental.
• The view state is part of the session. It is based on a hierarchical view tree model with switchable sub-trees. This allows to change the GUI during the session, but always keeps the GUI in a certain, deterministic state.
• Instead of referring to documents, URLs are referring to actions that can be invoked. When modeling an application with DaVinci, the GUI including all interaction spots (buttons, forms, etc.) is well defined allowing the incorporation of CASE tools.
• Application logic is modeled using traditional methods and independently of the views.
B. DaVinci Architectural Layer
As described in section IV-A, there exist numerous different technologies for building server-side dynamic web pages. Most of these technologies are designed for Web information systems in general and not especially for the kind of Web applications defined in section II. Thus, in most cases a general concept for the interaction, application logic and presentation is missing. Many modeling concepts focus on this task, formulating the conceptual, the navigational, and the presentation layer [9] . To fill the gap between the Web server API (e.g. Java Servlets) and the Web application DaVinci adds an additional layer to the application stack ( Figure 4) . HTTP is the basis protocol which is used for communication between the Web server and clients. Therefore the Web server implements HTTP and related protocols (SSL, etc.). The Servlet Container sits on-top of the Web server and provides a common server-side programming interface (Java Servlet API and JSP in this case). The DaVinci Architectural Layer defines the view tree model, the interaction process and adds further extensions. Finally, a DaVinci Web application is built on-top of the new layer. The MVC Model 2 pattern is the basis for the framework: view trees act as a sound GUI model which is statically pre-defined, but dynamic during runtime. Figure 5 shows the interaction process of a DaVinci-based Web application. In general, a Web application consists of a server-side application logic and a graphical user interface (GUI, can also be textual only). Although application logic can be moved onto the client-side too (e.g. using Scripts, ActiveX, Applets, etc.), the server-side part will always be the core of the application. Client-side code (see section V-C) mostly addresses minor and support functionality with defined input and output parameters (e.g. advanced GUI widgets, DHTML, Web Controls in ASP.NET, etc.).
The GUI provides various interaction spots like links and HTML forms which can invoke further HTTP requests. A request can change the application logic and also the state of the GUI, which is part of the application state. At the end of a request the GUI is rendered again and sent back as response to the client. If the user did not invoke any action (e.g. the framework can detect a simple page reload), nothing will happen but the GUI will be rendered again. While a change in the application logic can simply mean select a different document and the GUI can be seen as a document rendered as HTML output, a change in the application logic can also be the invocation of a Web service while the GUI simply shows the SOAP response. The first example would be similar to a traditional HTTP request which serves static document resources. Thus, if some kind of hypermedia model is required within a DaVinci Web application it can be modeled inside the application logic again. Hierarchical GUI tree: A significant feature is the predefined hierarchical GUI-tree, which defines the complete set of views and even the possible interaction spots on each view in the application at once. A single Web page is composed when rendering the current state of the view tree. This concept will be outlined in more detail in section VII-C.
Functional URLs: The DaVinci Architectural Layer specifies a specific URL scheme (Listing 1) which maps URLs to actions. Any incoming request is processed by the front controller (MVC Model 2), which executes the corresponding method using reflection. Instead of using the query string, the path info 7 of an URL is used to refer to a specific action to be executed on the server. Various parameters required by an action can follow in the URL separated by slashes. This can be compared to a traditional function call in programming languages, with the difference that it is executed over the Web (Note that a Web service call is similar to this schema). The function call returns the response of the HTTP request, which is an HTML document, an image, or various data of any other MIME type (by contrast to the SOAP response of Web services). In case of HTML, the GUI tree is rendered resulting in the current state of the application's GUI.
Interaction process: Any request received by the DaVinci front controller servlet will lead to an action call on the URL = " h t t p : / / " h o s t " : " p o r t " / d a v i n c i " [ " / " A c t i o n ] A c t i o n = p a c k a g e " . " c l a s s " . " method [ " / " P a r a m e t e r ] P a r a m e t e r = p a r a m V a l u e [ " / " P a r a m e t e r ] Listing 1. DaVinci URL scheme syntax appropriate model instance. As described in section VI-B inside DaVinci different model instances reside forming the application state as well as providing business logic. In a further step, these models can link to other libraries or to an additional application server to enable multi-tier architectures.
A common issue when developing dynamic Web pages is, that parameters which are transmitted to the server (either with GET or POST) always come as string values (e.g. the selections of multi-list boxes have to be deserialized first, etc.). To automate this process, reflection is used to parse and convert data specified inside the path info or sent using HTTP POST. Basically a DaVinci action can define two kinds of parameters: path info parameters and POST parameters (used for submitting form data and MIME-encoded binary files).
For example a request to http://somehost/davinci/ demoapp.Navigation.navigateTo/homepage will execute the method navigateTo of a session-specific instance of the model demoapp.Navigation. Because the method signature of navigateTo defines the incoming path parameter state of type String, the framework will declare a String variable state and assign the value "homepage" to it. This process is done using the Java reflection mechanism. The DaVinci Architectural Layer specifies a common front controller interface to the DaVinci kernel, which can be implemented in different ways to support different protocols in addition to HTTP.
Models -the building blocks of the application logic:
The main building blocks of the application logic are models. Models are just classes which implement all the actions defined by the view's interaction spots (section VII-D). Each interaction spot (which is a functional URL) refers to a specific model's method. Reflection is used to map a functional URL to the corresponding method signature. All interaction spots are also defined in the view tree descriptor file (see section VII-C and Listing 2). Like any other classes, models can aggregate data structures, bind data sources, use additional libraries, and modify the GUI tree.
The second major task of a model is to provide data for Implicit access control: When using the MVC Model 2 pattern, the integration of an inherent rights management system is very easy. Access control is possible down to the action level in DaVinci. For each single action it is possible to define who may execute the action and who does not. DaVinci uses the already existing HTTP Authentication schema supported by most of the web browser's used today. When a user wants to execute an action requiring additional rights, the login dialog will automatically appear. After specifying correct credentials the action is executed at once and the user can continue working. Otherwise, he will be informed about missing access rights or wrong credentials.
C. DaVinci Modeling Framework
The modeling framework specifies the UML diagrams to be used for which task and process. The models are not covered in detail now, instead in section VII an application scenario will be demonstrated also showing how to model applying the DaVinci Modeling Framework. Generally spoken, apart from the GUI model, software engineering patterns and UML diagrams will be applied which also opens the possibility to model the application with already existing CASE tools built for software engineering [23] .
D. DaVinci Runtime Library
The DaVinci Runtime Library is outlined in Figure 6 Figure 7 . The class DaVinciKernel is the core of the implementation pulling together all the components. DaVinci can either be integrated in an existing Webserver (e.g. Apache Tomcat) or run as an independent server daemon.
E. Controllers
Since the interaction process shown in Figure 5 needs not necessarily be based on HTTP and can be based on other protocols, the framework's core was implemented in an open manner. The framework can have different controllers that dock to the core (currently there is a HttpController and a simple SocketController used for connecting via telnet). Adding some kind of a POP3_Controller would make it possible to execute DaVinci actions upon incoming E-Mails for example. DaVinci can therefore also be used for a common framework for client-server applications, although initially it has been developed for Web applications.
When a Controller as for example the HttpController receives an incoming interaction (a request to a functional URL), it parses the URL to find out, which model instance and method to call. Each DaVinciSession contains its own instances of all models 8 . All models of the application (e.g. a ShoppingCart) must extend AbstractModel and be registered at the ModelManager. Thus, the DaVinci kernel can create and initialize new sets of models when new sessions are started.
The Controller uses an instance of the Action class to handle requests. According to the signature of the method to call, the incoming path info and HTTP POST parameters are converted. This is done by the SimpleTypeCaster, but custom type casters can be implemented for custom types. For instance, the already implemented HttpTypeCaster can parse form fields and instantiate appropriate Java objects for text areas, list boxes, and also file uploads (similar to ASP.NET's Web Controls).
Finally the method invocation takes place and the Controller calls a ViewTreeRenderer which generates the response.
F. View tree rendering
Concerning the generation of views in the MVC context, there can be multiple implementations for the common ViewTreeRenderer interface. Normally, the view is generated as an HTML page. But different output formats would be possible using different renderers. For example, in conjunction with the SocketController, a simple ConsoleRenderer is also available. For an output in HTML the JSPViewTreeRenderer is used normally.
Instead of describing each one of the classes and artifacts in Figure 7 , the interaction process will be explained while referring to the most important artifacts.
VII. DAVINCI IN PRACTICE
To demonstrate the framework by example, the following scenario is defined. A simple Web application will be created which could be configured as the personal starting page in one's favorite Web browser. The application should allow to store a list of personal links (bookmarks) and addresses. Furthermore the application should start with a configurable homepage whose URL is stored among the other links. The application should provide some navigation so that the user This sample application has been released at SourceForge.net under the GNU General Public License combined with Version 1.0 of the DaVinci Runtime Library and can be downloaded from the project homepage at http://davinci4j.sf. net.
The complete Web engineering process, including planning, workflow and team management, testing, deployment, etc. will not be covered here. Many concepts mentioned in section IV have drawn particular attention to this. Instead the most important steps involved when modeling a DaVinci Web application will be shown (defining the appropriate models, the view tree, and interaction spots).
As part of the DaVinci Modeling Framework, the following workflow is suggested (with appropriate UML concepts in brackets). Note again, that modeling is done using traditional software engineering tools rather than hypermedia concepts.
1) requirements analysis* (use cases, [22] ) 2) find required entities and components (implementation, class diagrams) 3) model the application logic (class, sequence, activity diagrams, state charts) 4) design the views and model the GUI tree (2D layout sketches, class diagram) 5) add required interaction spots (add to GUI tree class diagram) 6) generate code stubs and facets with CASE tools (more tools will be required) 7) build and deploy all components 8) test and improve* (using eXtreme programming tools [14] )
Steps marked with an asterisk (*) will not be covered here. Since the scenario is already given and quite simple step 1 is straight forward. Regarding step 8, there exist lots of literature about software engineering processes (waterfall model, Blum's Essential Model, etc. [30] ) and extreme programming.
A. Finding required entities and components
This step is straight forward too. There will be two entities without references in-between, link and address. For the demo application no database will be connected, instead all links and addresses are stored using hashtables as members of the according models.
Usually, Entity Relationship diagrams [6] would be used to model the required data entities. Optionally some middleware for an object-relational mapping (e.g. Hibernate or JDO) could be applied and of course it is possible to use a multitier architecture and separate the database layer from the application.
Software components are the large building blocks. They are used to model a coarse-grained view of the overall system. Regarding software components, for this simple demonstration just one component is sufficient, which is implemented in a Java package called homebase. Normally an application consists of different components statically or dynamically linked together. Some applications will use multiple concurrent processes and messaging APIs. The DaVinci framework does not restrict the developer in any way.
B. Modeling the application logic
The DaVinci Architectural Model defines a special kind of objects which are called models (section VI-B). Models represent the major building blocks of the application and are used to model the fine-grained application logic. Each model has its own methods and properties, must extend the AbstractModel class and implement the getViewDatamethod. While other public methods correspond to the interaction spots of views, properties can refer to data in views. Doing so, models also represent the current state of the application (or more precisely spoken, of a certain user session).
In this example there are three models: Navigation, Addressbook, and Links (shown in Figure 8 ). The Navigation model is only used for the navigation between the three modules and would be extensible. The currently selected navigation item is stored within this model. The method navigateTo(Stringstate) is called when the user selects another module. The two other models provide various methods for creating, editing and deleting links respectively addresses. Both models store the corresponding entity records as beans inside a LinkedHashMap. Note that the records will be lost, when the session is closed because no database is used to persistently store them. 
C. Designing views and modeling the GUI tree
Traditionally GUI widgets have been regarded separately from the display of content. But regarding Web applications, the GUI merges with the display of content. Hyperlinks are actually part of the content. Thus, the graphical user interface does both, present content and provide interaction spots inside parts of the content. Hyperlinks are interaction spots inside documents on the Web. For example, as part of a GUI shown in a window frame or on the full screen, there are areas with information only and areas which act as interaction spots (a navigation, menu or as already explained, concerning Web applications: hyperlinks and HTML forms). We suppose to start the GUI model with simple sketches (Figure 9 ) of single views. This is rather helpful because the user should be the focus first, and the integration of features that are technically possible but practically useless can be better avoided this way. All views are structured in the hierarchical view tree model in a second step (Figure 10 ). Jim Conallen calls this User Experience Model (UX-Model) in [7, Ch. 9] .
It is useful to draw abstract sketches first omitting details and then drawing fine-grained sketches each sub-views. The complete view hierarchy of large GUIs would be to complex to show in one sketch. Therefore Figure 9 does not show the sub-trees of the three modules. The flat view also shows the position of the view elements in the window. In the middle of the window there is the page's body. The content of the body can either be the homepage, the address book or the links repository. The interaction spots provided by the navigation on the top will invoke a change in the GUI tree and switch the page body accordingly. These sketches are the only models not being part of UML because there is no appropriate diagram to do that. Moreover it is a graphical design task that should be done by the GUI designer.
The corresponding hierarchical GUI tree is modeled using UML class diagrams in Figure 10 . The specification of the view tree is stored in an XML file (view tree descriptor) as shown in Listing 2. First, any model must be declared to be able to reference to it later when specifying a view node (attribute model). The reference is required for acquiring data from models.
The dynamical aspect of a view tree can be achieved by special switch nodes. A switch node can switch between various underlying sub-trees in the GUI model and perform a change in the GUI when the tree is rendered at the end of each request. In fact, this GUI tree model has been derived from the scene-graph model, which is used in computer graphics (e.g. AutoCAD, Java3D API).
Each session of the Web application starts with an initial configuration of the complete GUI tree 9 . All switch nodes are set to an initial underlying sub-tree (private attribute default, see Figure 10 ). During the session the GUI tree can be altered through changing switch nodes. A very important advantage is, that from the user's point of view, navigational paths (click paths) in the application are kept very short. That is because deeper switch nodes are not changed when a node at a higher level in the tree is changed. Changing back the higher switch node will exactly bring up the previous view state again.
When using a JspViewTreeRenderer, each view node in Figure 10 can have an associated JSP file (private attribute jsp) which will be parsed and included into the response's output if it is visible in the current tree state. Some view nodes also have public parameters. Any public parameter refers to data provided by a model instance. For example the view node mainframe.body.addressbook.right_ canvas.edit_record 10 has a public attribute address and because the model Addressbook is associated with this view, the framework will fetch the data from Addressbook before rendering the JSP. To be more precisely, the function getViewData of the Addressbook model will be invoked before rendering the view. This is sort of a pull strategy for supplying data to view nodes. It is possible to change all the view files and provide different output channels for various devices (e.g. PDAs or cell phones) without changing any other party of the Web application.
D. Adding interaction spots
To complete the GUI model interaction spots are inserted into the GUI tree. This is done by adding methods to all view nodes that provide interaction spots. A method in the view tree model stands for an interaction spot and further refers to a model method. For example the view mainframe. navigation_bar provides some buttons for selecting the module. In fact, the method will call the API method switchNode("mainframe.body",findItem(state)) on the instance of the viewTree to change the switch mainframe. body. Therefore it has a method navigateTo which will change the currently selected module. All interaction spots point to functional URLs using the DaVinci URL scheme explained in section VI-B In Listing 2 the models, their actions (public Java methods) and interaction spots of views (references to defined actions) have been already added.
Where -or more precisely -on which x/y position these interaction spots are actually placed in the views is not defined here. This is part of the layout process which will not be covered now.
E. Generate code stubs and facets with CASE tools
At the moment, support for CASE tools is still weak. There is a simple tool which allows the generation of view stub files from an XML view tree descriptor file. But, after < v i e w T r e e name= " main_window " d e f a u l t = " t r u e " > < a l l o w D e f a u l t r o l e s = " g u e s t " / > <model c l a s s = " demoapp . N a v i g a t i o n " > < a c t i o n name= " n a v i g a t e T o " / > </ model > <model c l a s s = " demoapp . A d d r e s s b o o k " > < a c t i o n name= " showRecord " / > < a c t i o n name= " e d i t R e c o r d " a l l o w = " admin " / > < a c t i o n name= " d e l e t e R e c o r d " a l l o w = " admin " / > < a c t i o n name= " c r e a t e R e c o r d " a l l o w = " admin " / > < a c t i o n name= " s a v e R e c o r d " a l l o w = " admin " / > < a c t i o n name= " c a n c e l E d i t " / > < a c t i o n name= " composeEmail " a l l o w = " e d i t o r " / > < a c t i o n name= " s e n d E m a i l " a l l o w = " e d i t o r " / > </ model > <model c l a s s = " demoapp . L i n k s " > < a c t i o n name= " e d i t R e c o r d " a l l o w = " admin " / > < a c t i o n name= " d e l e t e R e c o r d " a l l o w = " admin " / > < a c t i o n name= " c r e a t e R e c o r d " a l l o w = " admin " / > < a c t i o n name= " s a v e R e c o r d " a l l o w = " admin " / > < a c t i o n name= " c a n c e l E d i t " / > </ model > < view name= " m a i n f r a m e " f i l e = " / m a i n f r a m e . j s p " > < view name= " h e a d e r " f i l e = " / h e a d e r . j s p " > < d a t a name= " t i t l e " model = " demoapp . N a v i g a t i o n " t y p e = " j a v a . l a n g . S t r i n g " / > </ view > < view name= " n a v i g a t i o n _ b a r " f i l e = " / n a v i g a t i o n . j s p " > < d a t a name= " n a v i g a t i o n " model = " demoapp .
N a v i g a t i o n " t y p e = " demoapp . b e a n s . N a v i g a t i o n B e a n " / > < a c t i o n r e f = " demoapp . N a v i g a t i o n . n a v i g a t e T o " / > </ view > < s w i t c h name= " body " d e f a u l t = " homepage " > < view name= " homepage " f i l e = " / homepage . j s p " model = " demoapp . L i n k s " > < d a t a name= " homepage " model = " demoapp . L i n k s " t y p e = " j a v a . l a n g . S t r i n g " / > </ view > < view name= " a d the fundamentals of a framework have been specified, the development of further CASE tools is just a matter of time and effort.
The ViewStubGenerator will parse the descriptor file, build up a DOM-like object model and finally generate all required view stubs based on customized template files. The generated view files (which are JSP files) already contain correct tags for view tree inclusion. The DaVinci Runtime Library already provides a tag-library for DaVinci-specific tags like view inclusion. Figure 11 shows the GUI of the ViewStubGenerator and Listing 3 shows the generated mainframe.jsp file.
The JSP code of the generated view file also demonstrates how all the hierarchical views are composed to a complete HTTP response. There is a convention, that for HTML output the top-most view (root view) must open and close the HTML root-tag. All other views are part of the HTML document and therefore each of them should produce clean and valid code.
F. Build and deploy
Building is done best with a well-suited Java IDE like Eclipse for instance. After deploying the application to a servlet container, the result will look like in Figure 12 . A rather specific behavior of a DaVinci application is, that navigation is state-ful. This means that views preserve their states when switched between them. The deeper a view tree will be, the more users will benefit of this behavior, because they do not have to click through long navigation paths, instead if they switch back to a certain view, all sub-views of this view will have kept their state. 
VIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The concept of functional URLs combined with an hierarchical GUI model seems to be a very promising approach to escape from complex task of providing maximum support for both, informational and functional aspect of a Web application. When building Web applications the focus should be the application logic and not reinventing the wheel of user interaction over HTTP. When using DaVinci all views must be predefined as nodes of the GUI tree. This heavily differs from the hypermedia paradigm where an arbitrary number of additional pages could be linked into the document structure. But since the GUI of an application should be well-formed anyway, any view elements must be properly defined in the GUI tree.
The MVC model is a proven concept for Web applications. Because of the strict definition of views and interaction spots, it is rather easy to find back into source code after months, when extensions to the Web application are requested. The separation of application logic and views is a great improvement.
There are of course some problems to cope with in future as for example memory optimizations. Another drawback of the DaVinci concept is, that the URL cannot store an application's state. Thus, it is not possible to copy the current URL of a DaVinci session and e-mail it to someone else. Like described in section V-A, the complete sequence of invoked DaVinci actions would have to be executed again in order to reconstruct a previous application state. And often actions are irreversible at all, so there is no chance to reconstruct a specific state. On the other hand, this limitation should not be an issue in the context of this definition of Web applications. Again, for DaVinci pages are transient and normally not relevant to be reconstructed.
Concerning the initial demand for a combined modeling and implementation framework, DaVinci is well suited and can therefore be called a Web engineering framework. In future the integration of DaVinci in Eclipse will be a favorable task. A first CASE tool for the automatic generation of view stubs out of an view tree configration has been created. In future, the integration of DaVinci into the Eclipse framework and further CASE tool support will be a task with priority.
The DaVinci Runtime Library and the presented sample application have been released at SourceForge.net and can be downloaded at the project's homepage: http://davinci4j.sf.net. NOTES 2 The term Web application is used as described in the terminology section (II-A) throughout this work. 3 A popular PHP-based project in this category is the Horde application framework including an E-Mail application, a calendar, a CVS browser, etc. -see http://www.horde.org for more information. 4 The query string is an optional part of an URL following after a question mark, e.g. http:\\www.guestbook.com?cmd=newentry. 5 However, there are some limitations: in this case data has to be serialized and complex data-structures with pointers in memory cannot be preserved. 6 Note that in both cases it is assumed that the state of the application is not strictly equal, since another user could have changed some data; but for example, the last personalized GUI could be restored. 7 The path info is an additional string inside an URL following after the path to the actual resource file, e.g. assuming that davinci maps to the front controller servlet, the path info of the URL http://anyhost/davinci/path-info/ foo/4 is /path-info/foo/4. Most Web servers can pre-parse such URLs and extract the path info string before serving the request. 8 This concept can lead to memory problems when many concurrent sessions are active. This issue will not be further discussed for now. Further research will address this issue. 9 Combined with user profiles a user could therefore recall a previously saved state of the GUI tree or personalize his GUI of the Web application. 10 A view node's name is composed of all its parent's nodes using a Java package-similar notation.
